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Motivation Protocol designers commonly specify a cryp-
tographic protocol jointly by (1) a semi-formaldescription
of its behaviour(local properties) in terms ofprotocol nar-
rations, and by (2) an informalprescription of its intended
goals (global properties) innatural language. Informal
specifications present three major drawbacks: (1) they do
not have a well-defined, and thus a well-understoodmean-
ing; (2) they do not allow for the verification ofinternal
correctness(referring to an internal notion of truth), i.e.,
the virtue that the conjunction of local properties implies
each global property, typically by means of aproof system;
and (3) they do not allow for the verification ofexternal
correctness(referring to an external notion of truth requir-
ing a formal protocol model), i.e., the virtue that a proposed
implementation (protocol model) satisfies each global prop-
erty, typically by means ofmodel checking.

In formal specifications of cryptographic protocols, lo-
cal and global properties are expressed either explicitlyas
suchin terms of a logical (or property-based) language, or
implicitly as code, resp.as encodingsin a protocol mod-
elling (or model-based) language. Examples of such en-
codings are equations between instantiations of protocol
schemata, and predicates defined inductively on the traces
those instantiations may exhibit [1]. However, such en-
codings present four major drawbacks: (1) they have to be
found; worse, (2) they may not even exist; (3) they are nei-
ther directly comparable with other encodings in the same
or other protocol modelling languages, nor with properties
expressed explicitly in terms of logical languages; and (4)
they are difficult to understand because the intuition of the
encoded property is implicit in the encoding.

Informal language and protocol modelling languages are
patently inadequate for expressing and comparing crypto-
graphic properties. It is our belief that only a logical lan-
guage equipped with an appropriate notion of truth, i.e., a
cryptographiclogic, will produce the necessary adequacy
therefore. A number of logics have been proposed in this
aim so far, ranging from ad-hoc special-purpose crypto-
graphic logics [2, the so-called BAN-logic] and [8, a uni-
fication of several BAN-logics], over varieties of classical
modal and first-order logic used for the special purpose of

cryptographic protocol analysis [4, temporal modalities],
[5, epistemic modalities], and [6, deontic modalities], resp.
[7, first-order], to combinations thereof, e.g., [3, epistemic
post-conditions]. However in our opinion and w.r.t. our un-
derstanding of adequacy, each of these logics fails to be ade-
quate due to limitations ofscope(andstyle), i.e., the power
to express (intuitively, succinctly, andendogenously1) ar-
bitrary cryptographic goals, and / orgrain, i.e., the power
to discriminate sufficient detail in the analysis of crypto-
graphic protocols. These limitations originate indesign de-
cisionsof syntactical (language-definingoperators) and / or
semantic (meaning-definingnotion of truth) nature.

Goal Our goal is to supply a logic that allows one to (1)ex-
pressandcomparearbitrary cryptographic properties intu-
itively, succinctly, and in an endogenous fashion, and to (2)
verify correctness of cryptographic goals on cryptographic
protocols up to a fine (though stillformalistic) grain of de-
tail. Our design decision thereby is to equip the logic with
(1) four novel special-purpose basic operators and a selec-
tion of classical modal operators fromtemporal, epistemic,
and deontic logics; and, in a first step, with (2) a novel,
special-purpose external notion of truth defined through sat-
isfaction in terms of models ofcryptographic processes.

JUSTIFICATION A cryptographic protocol involves the
concurrent interaction of participants that are physically
separated by — and exchange messages across — an un-
reliable and insecure transmission medium. It is folklore
that expressing properties of concurrent interaction requires
temporal modalities. The physical separation by an unreli-
able and insecure transmission medium in turn demands the
epistemic and deontic modalities. To see why, consider that
the existence of such a separation and medium introduces
anuncertaintyamong protocol participants about thetrust-
worthinessof the execution ofcommunication acts(send-
ing and receiving) and the contents of exchangedmessages,

1an endogenous (as opposed to exogenous) logical language is a purely
property-based language. It is pure in the sense that the language is free
from model-based forms, e.g., program fragments. Classical examples of
endogenous and exogenous logical languages are LTL, CTL, and CTL*,
resp. Hoare Logic and Dynamic Logic. The terms are due to Harel, Kozen,
and Tyurin.



both w.r.t.actuality (an epistemic concern) andlegitimacy
(a deontic concern). (Note that it is exactly the role of a
cryptographic protocol to re-establish this trustworthiness
through the judicious use ofcryptographic evidence, such
as keys, hash values, and nonces.) We give priority to the
definition of an external notion of truth because we opine
that such a notion is practically more relevant, especially
when defined through satisfaction in terms of a model of
practically executable processes.

1. Language

Individuals (quantifiable) participant names (p, q, andr)
and structured cryptographic messages (M andM ′).

Atomic (state)predicates the formulaep kM , s(p,M, q),
p rM , andM = M ′, pronounced ‘p knowsM ’, ‘ p sentM
off to q’, ‘ p receivedM ’, resp. ‘M is syntact. equal toM ′’.

Compound predicates (1 state predicates) all atomic pre-
dicates and the formulae (φ andϕ denoting state predicates)
¬φ, φ ∧ ϕ, ∀v(φ), Kp(φ), P(φ), and∀φ, pronounced ‘not
φ’, ‘ φ andϕ’, ‘for all v, φ’, ‘ p knows thatφ’, ‘it is permitted
thatφ’, resp. ‘for all futures,φ’; and (2 path predicates) all
comp. state predicates and the formulae (φ andϕ denoting
path predicates):¬φ, φ∧ϕ, ∀v(φ), Kp(φ), P(φ), φBϕ,	φ,
⊕φ, andφWϕ, the latter four being pronounced ‘φ back to
ϕ’, ‘previouslyφ’, ‘next φ’, resp. ‘φ waiting forϕ’.

DISCUSSION The temporal fragment of our language
coincides with the syntax of a form of CTL*. Further, we
introduce a novel operator (k) for first-order (or knowledge
de re, i.e., knowledgeof objects) and adopt the operators
Kp for higher-order knowledge (or knowledgede dicto, i.e.,
knowledge of factsaboutobjects) from classical epistemic
logics. First-order knowledge shall conveypossessionand
understanding of the purposeof a piece of cryptographic
informationup to cryptographically irreducible parts. We
adopt the operatorP from classical deontic logics as basic
because permission coincides withauthorisation, which is
essential for modelling legitimacy.

2. Notion of truth

Model It is a generic (arbitrary message language), nom-
inal (communication through matching participant names)
calculus of communicating guarded (guard language = log-
ical language) processes. We define an example message
languageM with primitives for tupling, symmetric and
asymmetric encryption, signature creation, and hashing.
Participant-name-based communication makes the transla-
tion of protocol narrations to process models almost a task
of transcription. Coinciding guard and logical languages
have the advantage that protocols become proof-carrying

code amenable to run-time verification. We annotate pro-
cessesP to form tripless := KA ◦ P :[K−,K+] ◦ H, where
KA, K−, andK+ denote sets of first-order adversary, resp.
private and public participant knowledge, andH denotes a
history of communication acts. The reduction relation mod-
els protocol execution, i.e., the activity of protocol partici-
pants and the (Dolev-Yao)adversary(A), and the evolution
(involving computation) of their respective knowledge.

Satisfaction We define it bynestedinduction on the struc-
ture of formulae around satisfaction of CTL*.

3. Cryptographic goals

p@i �M ∀ � ¬A kM ′ secrecy
p@i �M Kq(s(p,M, q)) authenticity
p@i �M s(p,M, q) → Kq(s(p,M, q)) non-repudiation
p@i �M s(p,M, q) → Kp(q rM) non-repudiation
p@i �M Kq(P(ψ(r))) authorisation
p@i �M ∃v(ψ → ∀ � ¬Kq(ψ)) anonymity

where p denotes a path with states in position i;
M := (M,Ω) with Ω denoting a set of operations for de-
tupling, decryption, and signature verification;M ′ ∈ M
denotes a confidential message, i.e.,p@i �M F(A kM ′),
whereF(φ) := ¬P(φ) is pronounced ‘it is forbidden that
φ’; and�φ := φW ⊥ andψ(v) ::= s(p,M, v) | p rM . We
suggest comparing cryptographic goals by a relation ofse-
mantic consequence(⇒), defined s.t.φ ⇒ ϕ :iff for all p
andi, if p@i �M φ thenp@i �M ϕ (inducing alattice of
cryptographic goals).
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